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Legends of People, Myths of State: Violence, Intolerance and Political Culture in Sri Lanka and Australia would be too easy a way around the puzzle of why such a dismissive response to this book is not entirely undeserved. Several genuine points of comparison exist, and Kapferer carefully avoids pretending that racial prejudice in contemporary Australia can be rated on the same scale as the bloodshed in Sri Lanka. Indeed, his refusal to repeat the inverted chauvinism of those who claim that Australia is the most sexist and acquisitive society in the world leads him onto judgments worthy of greater consideration by better informed scholars.

Slips like comparing Australia’s official war histories with the sacred books of sinhalese are rare. Instead, Kapferer sticks to indicating how class and ethnicity cohere inside each culture. He sides with Australian critics of the multicultural lobbies, while supporting the dissolution of the Anglo-Celtic hegemonies.

Twenty years ago, this book might have been welcomed as a brave attempt to look at Australia from a novel perspective. Certainly, its attention to racism would have been bracing at a time when we had abandoned the White Australia policy without giving up discriminatory controls over migration, when we had only begun to think how we were going to beat Portugal in the race to be the world’s last colonial power, and when we were still busy congratulating ourselves for altering the constitution to remove certain limited discriminations against Aborigines but were scared stiff of what was then called black power.

Today, the thinness of Kapferer’s empirical resources is so obvious that there is a danger of losing sight of the point he raises about the relationship between people and state. In comparing Australia Day with Anzac Day, Kapferer concludes that the former is the ‘day of the state’ while the latter is the ‘day of the nation’. Like much else in Kapferer’s chapters on Australia, matters are not so simple. Anzac Day and Australia Day are simultaneously days of the nation and days of the state. Since the bicentenary, Australia Day has lost one of its populist aspects: henceforth the holiday will fall on 26 January and no longer be a moveable feast celebrating the long weekend. Equally, Anzac Day has become another public holiday and is no longer the most solemn day of our year.

Such shifts and conflicts deserve more attention than Kapferer gives them in what often amounts to little more than unthought-out memories of what Australia was like when he was growing up. Kapferer was theoretical on Anzac Day’s drunkenness, for example, without suspecting that getting drunk licences the ex-soldier to forget and to remember. If Kapferer wishes to write about his native land he will have to give it as much attention as he has Sri Lanka. Being born in a stable doesn’t make one a horse.

The fact that he recognises that industrial urban societies are open to the anthropological inquiries normally reserved for the primitives is a point in Kapferer’s favour. Instead of being a marginal native, he has become a marginal Australian. Yet he is a long way from being one of those expatriate academics whose prejudices against Australia would be visible if they were not attached to power and funds. Clarity is not enhanced by frequent but poorly introduced references to the ideas about equality advanced by the Chicago conservative, Louis Dumont. Kapferer’s rendition of Dumont’s ideas so muddles what was already a confusing position that both seem to be in need of a first-year course on the individual and society. Perhaps, then, Kapferer could avoid writing any more paragraphs like the first one on page 174, which is too long to cite in full and too convoluted to yield a sample sentence.

A chapter on Blaine rejects the more predictable line of attack against his alleged racism but is also free from the detailed background investigation that would allow Kapferer to escape from the exegesis on All for Australia that he uses in an attempt to cover up his knowing so little about the social and personal sources of that conception. (Now that Blaine has published his The Great Sceaw his worries about ethnic diversity can be appreciated as part of a wider concern about the direction of Western culture.)

A further index of the differences in the depth of Kapferer’s understanding of Sri Lanka and Australia appears in the texture of the prose in the two sections. Sometimes, the writing about Sri Lanka becomes complicated but is never obscure. The quality of the author’s acquaintance with Sri Lanka’s culture and its means that he can raise theoretical issues without floating off into speculations or being sidetracked in anecdotes that often should have been integrated into the principal text. The Australian material confirms the maxim that there is no such thing as a good idea badly expressed, only confused ideas expressed perfectly.

In the midst of a paragraph on the Azaria Chamberlain case, Kapferer asserts that ‘The facts are immaterial’. What he means, he means, the facts of that case are immaterial to the particular point he was making. Yet suspicion lingers that the broader assertion applies to his entire section about Australia.
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